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It is the rare investment firm in 2010 that hasn’t considered an increasingly popular 
business move: The decision to outsource investment management capability.

Outsourcing advocates say time spent on investment manager and  
product selection and evaluation is better spent with clients and on planning.  
Time is that all-important commodity that figures prominently in client  
satisfaction surveys. As the coaching and consulting firm CEG Worldwide  
recently reported, affluent clients drop advisors because of poor investment  
performance only 13% of the time. In 87% of cases studied, the relationship  
was severed for poor service. 

But the full outsourcing of client portfolios—which we define as relying  
on turnkey platforms for investment management—is not for every firm and  
every financial advisor.

Eager to understand how financial advisors view the full outsourcing  
of investment management, Northern Trust Investments in April 2010  
commissioned Advisor Perspectives to survey its readership. A total of 921  
advisors responded to the survey (see page 11). This document reports on the  
advisors who do not fully outsource their investment management capability,  
and are not partnering.

Executive Summary
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Outsourcing by Firm AUM 
As a percentage of respondents
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We note that an array of partial out-
sourcing options (e.g., due diligence 
consulting, access to specific product 
sets, financial plan development, etc.) 
are available to relieve pressure in  
specific areas of an investment firm’s 
operation. The focus of this research 
was strictly advisors’ views on 
full outsourcing.
 
A summary of the findings:
  59% of those surveyed said they are not 

currently outsourcing their asset manage-
ment capability, partnering with a provider 
of portfolio management solutions or 
considering outsourcing or partnering. 

  Of the four firm types surveyed  
(independent planning/investment 
advisory firms, RIAs, regional broker- 
dealers, banks), RIAs were least likely  
to be outsourcing/partnering (68%  
were not) and regional broker-dealers  
the most likely (59% were). 

  Least likely to be outsourcing/partnering 
were firms with between $150 million  
and $500 million in AUM (71% not 
outsourcing) and $500 million to $1 billion 
in AUM (76%). Of the respondents, 
advisors from firms with $50 million to 
$150 million (46%) and $1 billion or  
more (41%) were most likely to be  
outsourcing/partnering. 

  The reason not to outsource/partner?  
The leading reason provided, by 33% of 
respondents, was that investment research 
is part of advisors’ value proposition. 
Across all firm types, firm AUM and 
compensation model analyses this held  
as the top reason.

  For many advisors, investment manager 
research, portfolio construction and 
portfolio monitoring is consuming the 
equivalent of two work days a week.
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Outsourcing by Compensation Model 
As a percentage of respondents

Source: Northern Trust Investments, 2010
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Why Firms Aren’t Outsourcing/Partnering

FirM AUM 
Large and small firms differ in their reasons 
not to outsource/partner. Asked to select 
only one reason, more than 40% of advisors 
from larger firms (with AUMs of $150 
million and more) said investment research 
was part of their value proposition. 
 Smaller firms (AUMs of $150 million  
and less) chose a broader array of reasons,  

 
including the expense involved and their 
client mix. Smaller firms are likelier to 
consider in-house investment research a 
competitive advantage. While 10% have 
decided against outsourcing/partnering,  
8% of those say they haven’t ruled it out.

Advisors were provided a range of possible explanations for their decision not to 
outsource/partner and asked to select only one. Included in the data are two  
distinct segments: those who have considered outsourcing/partnering and decided 
against it and those who said that they aren’t currently considering outsourcing/
partnering but haven’t ruled it out. Each group represented 6%, for a total of 12%.

reason for Not Outsourcing/Partnering by Firm AUM 
As a percentage of respondents

$50  
Million

$50–$150  
Million

$150–$500 
Million

$500M–
$1Billion

Over  
$1Billion

Investment research part of value proposition 24% 24% 46% 47% 44%

Firm is advisory solutions provider 16% 13% 22% 13% 23%

Investment research in-house  
a competitive advantage 21% 21% 15% 16% 14%

Want to retain maximum flexibility 6% 6% 6% 5% 7%

Not currently considering outsourcing;  
haven’t ruled out 8% 8% 3% 3% 5%

Assessed, decided not to 6% 10% 3% 5% 5%

Other 7% 6% 4% 3% 2%

Cannot justify expense 6% 8% 1% 8% 0%

Client mix doesn’t warrant 6% 4% 0% 0% 0%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: Northern Trust Investments, 2010
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Asset-based

Hybrid

reason for Not Outsourcing/Partnering by Compensation Model 
As a percentage of respondents

Source: Northern Trust Investments, 2010
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“Our investment process is elegant,  
streamlined and mostly passive.  
Passive investing doesn’t require  
outsourcing.”  
RIA, $50 million and under AUM

“We prefer to outsource routine,  
non-professional functions.” 
Independent planning/investment advisory, 
$50 million and under AUM

“We do not buy into MPT [modern 
portfolio theory].” 
RIA, $50 million–$150 million AUM

“Tried it and felt helpless during  
down periods.” 
Regional-broker dealer,  
$50–$150 million AUM

COMPENSATiON MOdEl 
Significant differences emerge when 
analyzing responses by compensation 
model.  
 
Financial advisors compensated according 
to a combination of transaction and 
asset-based fees (also known as a hybrid 
compensation model) are likelier to cite 
in-house investment research as a 
competitive advantage and a reason not  
to outsource. Advisors compensated 
based solely on their assets are likelier  
to believe that investment research is  
core to their value proposition.

FirM TyPE
Regional broker-dealers differ the most  
from the independent planning/invest-
ment advisory and RIA firm respondents. 
They are twice as likely (12% versus 6%) 
to say that while they are not currently 
considering outsourcing, they haven’t 
ruled it out. They are more sensitive (12% 
versus 6%) to the expenses associated 
with full outsourcing. 
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Several advisors commented  
on their rationale for keeping  
investment management in-house.  
The majority elaborated on the  
competitive advantage they  
believe their own investment  
processes and proprietary  
methodologies provide. 



ACrOSS All FirM TyPES, SizES  
ANd COMPENSATiON MOdElS:
  34% of advisors spend five or more hours  

a week on investment manager research

  44% of advisors spend five or more hours  
a week on portfolio construction

  58% of advisors spend five or more hours  
a week on portfolio monitoring

 
Many advisors are devoting the equivalent  
of two work days a week to these tasks.

FirM TyPE
Six out of 10 (60%) advisors from  
independent planning/investment advisory 
firms report spending more than two hours  
a week on investment research versus 48% 
from RIA or regional broker-dealer firms.

COMPENSATiON MOdEl
Asset-based advisors report spending more 
time on all three tasks than advisors working 
on a hybrid compensation model.

Firms that rely on in-house investment research commit a significant amount  
of their advisors’ time to three tasks: investment manager research, portfolio  
construction and portfolio monitoring. Across all types of firms, sizes and  
compensation models, portfolio monitoring consumes the most time. 
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Investment Management-Related Tasks Can  
Consume the Equivalent of Two Work Days/Week



AS ThE FirM grOwS iN AUM, SO dOES ThE TiME SPENT
The research shows that the time individual advisors spend on these three investment  
management-related tasks grows with the AUM of the firm. 
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Source: Northern Trust Investments, 2010



What Could Change a Firm’s Opinion  
of Outsourcing/Partnering?
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Across all respondents analyzed by firm type, AUM and compensation model,  
the leading answer to the question, “What could change your opinion?”  
was “Our opinion won’t change.” One-half to two-thirds of respondents made 
this selection. 

Slightly less resolute were the regional broker-dealers (just 43% said their 
opinion won’t change), the smallest firms (45%) and hybrid model firms (47%).

Substantial AUM growth was the second answer selected, followed by  
substantial growth in the client base.

what Could Change Outsourcing/Partnering Opinion 
As a percentage of respondents

Source: Northern Trust Investments, 2010
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“We have not found income- 
oriented investment management 
solutions suitable.” 
Independent financial planning firm  
or investment advisory firm with  
less than $50 million AUM

“We would have to significantly  
underperform for a reasonable  
evaluation period.” 
RIA, $50 million–$150 million AUM

“We will consider for low margin 
accounts but not our core.” 
Independent financial planning firm  
or investment advisory firm, $1 billion  
and more AUM

“Outsourcing must show positive  
return in all markets.” 
RIA, $500 million–$1billion AUM

“Data integrity and security” 
RIA, $50 million–$150 million AUM 

“I would need to see [an outsourcing 
provider] that used technical  
analysis for downside protection.” 
Independent financial planning firm  
or investment advisory firm, $50 million– 
$150 million AUM

“My biggest concern is how you’d make money.”
 — RIA, $50 million and under AUM

“Have not seen a program that works  
to the best interest of the client.”
 — RIA, $50 million to $150 million AUM

Top Five Areas where Outside help is Used 
As a percentage of respondents

 

 

 

 

Investment product analysis 
 
Asset allocation models 
 
Web-based practice management sites 
 
Marketing agencies 
 
Multi-manager mutual funds

whErE OUTSidE hElP iS USEd

A decision to fully outsource investment management activities would  
be counter to many firms’ overall general way of doing business. Advisors  
who are disinclined to outsource rely on little outside help, with more  
than one-third (36%) saying they used none of the outside help choices  
provided. Only one choice—investment product analysis—was a more 
popular answer, at 55%.  
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Advisors in their comments say  
they haven’t found what they’ve  
needed—or more likely, given  
their overall disposition against  
full outsourcing—the right providers 
haven’t found them. Changing their 
opinions, others say, would require 
outsourcing providers’ sustained  
outperformance compared  
to their firms’ in-house capability.



Where Outside Help Is Needed

Despite their apparent self-sufficiency, advisors acknowledged a need for 
outside help in a variety of investment management and non-investment 
management-related categories. The need for marketing support topped  
all lists, overwhelmingly. 

 RIAs’ and independent planning/investment advisory firms’ top  
five lists were identical. Regional broker-dealer firms deviated in just one  
way, swapping portfolio monitoring for performance reporting. 

 

While not interested in full  
outsourcing, in their comments  
on where they need outside help, 
advisors provide additional insight  
on their appetite for help with  
investment management sub-tasks. 

“More boutique research” 
RIA, $50 million and under AUM

“Rebalancing” 
RIA, $50 million and under AUM

“Access to income securities research” 
Independent planning firm or investment  
advisory firm with less than $50 million AUM

“Efficiency with SEC compliance 
issues” 
Independent planning firm or investment  
advisory firm, $50 million and under AUM

“Trade management and execution 
across client accounts” 
Independent planning/advisory,  
$50 million–$150 million AUM

“Portfolio operations” 
RIA, $50 million–$150 million AUM

Top Five Areas where Outside help is Needed 
As a percentage of respondents

 

 

 

 

riAs 
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Performance reporting    
 
Access to alternative investments expertise   
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independent planning/investment advisory firms  
 
Marketing support   
 
Superior back office technology/support  
 
Performance reporting   
 
Access to alternative investments expertise  
 
Practice management support   

regional broker-dealer firms  
 
Marketing support   
 
Practice management support   
 
Portfolio monitoring   
 
Access to alternative investments expertise  
 
Superior back office technology/support 
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Survey

In April 2010, subscribers to the Advisor Perspectives e-mail newsletter were invited to complete a blind survey.  
Those who answered “No” to the first question were asked to answer questions 2–9, as shown below. A total of 921 
responded to the survey. This report is based on the answers of the 539 who answered the questions below.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

In April 2010, subscribers to the Advisor Perspectives e-mail newsletter were invited to complete a blind survey.  
Those who answered “No” to the first question were asked to answer questions 2–9, as shown below. A total of 921 
responded to the survey. This report is based on the answers of the 539 who answered the questions below.

 does your firm currently outsource its asset management  

capability, partner with a provider of portfolio management  

solutions, or are you currently considering outsourcing or  

partnering?

  Yes 

  No

 

which of the following best describes the reason that your firm  

is not currently considering outsourcing/partnering?

  We have assessed outsourcing and decided against it. 

  We consider investment research part of our value proposition. 

  We believe maintaining investment research in-house is  

  a competitive advantage. 

  We cannot justify the expense. 

  We want to retain maximum flexibility. 

  Our client mix doesn’t warrant it. 

  Our firm is itself an advisory solutions provider. 

  We are not currently outsourcing, but have not ruled it out. 

  Other

which of the following needs to occur for your opinion on  

outsourcing/partnering to change? (choose all that apply)

   Our firm’s client base must grow substantially.

  Our firm’s assets under management must grow substantially.

  External (e.g., regulatory) or internal (e.g., staff changes) reasons.

  Our opinion won’t change.

  Other

 

Apart from your decision to not outsource/partner, what could 

you use outside help with today? (choose all that apply)

  Access to separately managed account (SMA) expertise

  Access to alternative investments expertise

  Access to mutual funds expertise

  Access to asset allocation models

  Portfolio construction

  Portfolio monitoring

  Superior back office technology and support

  Performance reporting

  Client profiling

  Production of client proposals

  Education and training

  Marketing support

  Practice management support

  Other

 do you use outside help for any of the following?  

(choose all that apply)

  Multi-manager mutual funds

   Asset allocation models

  Investment product analysis (i.e., Morningstar)

  Web-based practice management sites

  Marketing agencies

  I don’t use any outside help for these.

  Other

 

how much time per week do you estimate you spend on:

Investment manager research

Portfolio construction

Portfolio monitoring

Are you associated with any of the following?  

(choose all that apply)

  Independent financial planning firm or investment advisory firm

  Registered investment advisory firm

  Regional broker–dealer

  Bank

  Other

Please indicate your firm’s current AUM.  

This information is strictly confidential.

  $50M and under

  $50M–$150M

  $150M–$500M

  $500M–$1B

  $1B and more

which best represents the bulk of your firm’s business? 

(choose one)

  Asset-based fee

  Commission

  Combination of commission and asset-based fee

  Hourly or planning fees

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1 hour 1–2 hours 2–5 hours 5 or more 
hours



The information in this report has been obtained from sources believed to 
be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. Opinions 
expressed are current as of the date appearing in this material only and are 
subject to change without notice. This report is provided for informational 
purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or a  
recommendation of any security or product described herein. 
 
There are risks involved in investing including possible loss of principal.  
There is no guarantee that the investment objectives of any fund or strategy  
will be met. Risk controls and models do not promise any level of  
performance or guarantee against loss of principal. 
 
Before investing you should carefully consider the fund’s investment 
objectives, risks, charges and expenses. This and other information is in  
the prospectus, a copy of which may be obtained by calling 877-867-1259. 
Please read the prospectus carefully before you invest. 

Northern Funds are distributed by Northern Funds Distributors, LLC,  
not affiliated with Northern Trust. 

ABOUT NOrThErN TrUST iNVESTMENTS
Finding the right financial partner is more important than ever in helping your clients prepare 

for today and tomorrow. Northern Trust Investments is an asset management arm of 

Northern Trust Corporation. Our client base includes financial advisors, analysts and 

institutional portfolio managers. 

 We employ an investment process—across all product lines—that seeks to balance risk 

with return. Returns on the investments we manage have always been framed in terms of the 

risks we took and those we chose not to take. We provide financial advisors access to a 

broad array of 100% no-load mutual funds including multi-manager funds and managed 

accounts solutions. Northern Trust’s size, scale and staff tenure provide tangible benefits for 

you and your clients. Call our advisor consulting group at 877-867-1259 to learn more. 

 NOT FDIC INSURED | May lose value/No bank guarantee


